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Introduction: We present a new Lu-Hf and Sm-Nd isotope systematics study of four enriched shergottites (Zagami, Shergotty, NWA856 and Los Angeles), and three nakhlites (Nakhla, MIL03346 and Yamato 000593) in order to further understand processes occurring during the early differentiation of Mars and the crystallization of its magma ocean. Two fractions of the terrestrial petrological analogue of nakhlites, the Archaean Theo’s flow (Ontario, Canada [1]) were also measured. The coupling of Nd and Hf isotopes provide direct insights on the mineralogy of the melt sources. In contrast to Sm/Nd, Lu/Hf ratios can be very large in minerals such as garnet. Selective partial melting of garnet bearing mantle sources can therefore lead to characteristic Lu/Hf signatures that can be recognized with 176Hf/177Hf ratios.

Results: Both 176Hf/177Hf and 142Nd/144Nd ratios of shergottites on one hand and nakhlites on the other hand are clearly distinct from each other: 176Hf/177Hf = 0.282248-0.282334 and 142Nd/144Nd = 0.512314-0.512335 for shergottites; 176Hf/177Hf = 0.282998-0283108 and 142Nd/144Nd = 0.512854-0.512873 for nakhlites. The 176Hf/177Hf values for Zagami and Shergotty perfectly overlap those previously measured [2]. The three nakhlites are also in good agreement with a previous study [3].

In a plot of (Lu/Hf)N vs. (Sm/Nd)N ratios (where subscript N stands for chondrite normalized) calculated for time-integrated sources (Fig. 1), all shergottites are in the enriched lower left quadrant while both nakhlites and the terrestrial analogues from Theo’s flow are in the depleted upper right quadrant. One of the Theo’s flow data point that lies outside of the terrestrial field corresponds to an aliquot of sample that has been leached with 1N HCl. This leaching process may have affected residues [6]. The long-term depleted reservoir of nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6]. The 142Nd/144Nd ratios of all nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6]. The 142Nd/144Nd ratios of all nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6]. The 142Nd/144Nd ratios of all nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6].

Discussion: Source of nakhlites: Because of the positive initial εNd [5] of nakhlites, their source is believed to be long-term depleted in incompatible trace elements. However the clearly distinct calculated source (Lu/Hf)N of shergottites and nakhlites (Fig. 2a) confirm that the mantle source of nakhlites, is distinct from both depleted (represented by QUE94201) and enriched shergottite sources (represented by LA, NWA856, Shergotty and Zagami). The εNd/εHf ratios of all nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6]. The 142Nd/144Nd ratios of all nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6]. The 142Nd/144Nd ratios of all nakhlites range from 1.52 to 1.8. This is consistent with melts derived from ancient garnet bearing residues [6].

Source of shergottites: With respect to their measured versus source (Sm/Nd)N ratios, all

Fig. 1: Chondrite-normalized Lu/Hf vs. Sm/Nd ratios in the mantle source of basaltic rocks from Earth, the Moon and Mars, calculated based on their Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf isotope ratios.

Fig. 2b: Chondrite-normalized Lu/Hf vs. Sm/Nd ratios in the mantle source of basaltic rocks from Earth, the Moon and Mars, calculated based on their Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf isotope ratios.

Fig. 2 (a) Lu/Hf and (b) Sm/Nd chondrite-normalized time-integrated ratios for mantle sources (calculated from the Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd isotope ratios respectively) vs. the measured chondrite-normalized ratios in lavas. Shaded grey bands indicate the Lu/Hf source variation range for depleted shergottite (QUE94201), enriched shergottites (Zagami, Shergotty, Los Angeles, NWA856) and nakhlites, respectively. Symbols as in Fig. 1.
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The calculated (Lu/Hf) source ratios for the enriched shergottites form a narrow range from 0.8258 to 0.8798. This implies that their enriched isotopic signatures may result from large scale source contamination (i.e., all the enriched shergottites reservoir) rather than sporadic crustal contamination affecting basaltic melts during their ascent. This raises the more general question of the location of the enriched reservoirs in Mars. If all enriched shergottites are cogenetic, then a simple scenario reflecting their compositional features could be the mixing of depleted shergottite melt produced in the stability field of majorite with a shallower/more enriched source of the solidified magma ocean. The “flat”REE patterns for enriched shergottites (e.g., [15]) suggest that this shallow/enriched material hybridizing the shergottite melts are very unlikely KREEP in nature (no LREE enrichment vs. HREE). The presence of several shergottite reservoirs is in good agreement with the age discrepancies between depleted samples such as QUE94201 (~327 Ma, [13]) and all enriched shergottites erupted at 180 to 150 Ma (e.g., [16]).

Shergottites have values that are greater than 1:1 (Fig. 2b), as previously shown [8]. This illustrates a discrepancy between the Lu/Hf and Sm-Nd systematics in shergottites, because it implies that behaviors of these parents/daughter ratios are decoupled in an unusual way, with (Sm/Nd)majorite/melt > (Sm/Nd)source . This contrast could be achieved by the presence of majorite in magma sources, because the majorite/melt (Sm/Nd) majorite/melt >1 and (Sm/Nd) source <1 [8]. This hypothesis has two implications: first that majorite is a major phase of shergottites mantle source(s) and second it thus follows that this reservoir must reside deep within the Martian mantle. The depth of the source region could be as deep as close to the core-mantle boundary within the stability field of majorite (>1300 km, [9]), although some workers [10] suggested that majorite could appear as soon as 500 km in the Martian mantle. This hypothesis contradicts Blichert-Toft et al. [11] who proposed that low εHf compared to εNd in shergottite QUE94201 is inconsistent with a source that evolved in presence of high Lu/Hf residual phases such as garnet or majorite. Ilmenite crystallization in the magma ocean could also explain Lu/Hf-Sm/Nd decoupling. However, ilmenite is likely not relevant in the Martian mantle [12]. Hence, majorite may be the most likely phase that can fractionate these two parent/daughter ratios in the manner observed [8]. Such a depth of origin, either in the deepest portion of the Martian mantle or at shallower depth [10], would place the depleted shergottite reservoir below the also depleted nakhlite reservoir at the time of partial melting of their source rocks, if the cumulates from a magma ocean have not been overturned. The incompatible trace element depleted character of shergottite QUE94201 and its large 142Nd anomaly [13] are consistent with a source formed by the crystallization of earliest and most depleted cumulates within a magma ocean. This constrains the formation of the depleted shergottite reservoir as earlier than the formation of the nakhlite reservoir, consistent with the smaller positive εHf anomaly in nakhlites relative to QUE94201 [13,14].